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Description
remove the kepler.sh and keplerexecute.sh files in the windows installer.
Related issues:
Blocked by Kepler - Bug #3245: Release 1.0 installer tracking bug

Resolved

04/29/2008

History
#1 - 04/30/2008 07:32 AM - Christopher Brooks
I think the .sh files should stay under Windows
as I use cygwin. I don't think the .bat files
will work under cygwin.
#2 - 04/30/2008 10:57 AM - Chad Berkley
ok, I'll leave them. I've asked dan crawl if he's going to create a keplerexecute.bat file. right now, the only bat file is hsqlUtil.bat. kepler.exe starts
kepler on windows.
#3 - 04/30/2008 11:08 AM - Daniel Crawl
It would be nice if kepler.exe were the only executable on Windows.
Christopher: does this work for you on cygwin?
#4 - 04/30/2008 11:15 AM - Christopher Brooks
The kepler.exe from the 4/29 kepler-1.0.0 windows installer works for me.
However, I really think that we need to include kepler.sh so that
we provide an example and documentation on how to invoke Kepler.
I have no clue how kepler.exe was made or what it does. If, under windows,
I want to invoke Kepler some other way and we only have kepler.exe,
then I'm not sure how to do that. I think we should include kepler.sh
under Windows for Cygwin users so that we show what Java command to run
to invoke Kepler.
#5 - 04/30/2008 12:17 PM - Chad Berkley
kepler.sh will stay. closing this bug.
#6 - 05/07/2008 02:53 PM - Aaron Aaron
(v3 installer)
running ./kepler.sh in cygwin on win xp doesn't work for me.
Verified keplerexecute.sh is gone.
kepler-console.bat works from the command line.
#7 - 05/07/2008 03:00 PM - Jing Tao
kpeler.sh is in kepler-1.0.0 dir. But i don't have an cgwin, I didn't run it.
#8 - 05/07/2008 03:12 PM - Chad Berkley
we ended up creating a kepler-console.bat file which launches kepler with a console window. we also updated kepler.exe to not run a console
window. the kepler.sh file should NOT be included with the windows installer. It was left in the v3 version by mistake.
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#9 - 05/08/2008 10:26 AM - Chad Berkley
added a line to the install.xml and build.xml files to make sure the .sh
#10 - 03/27/2013 02:22 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 3248
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